
COMPARISON OF ADVANCED VSR MODEL 7.5 SYSTEM
         with BONAL 2401/2400 SYSTEM

This document compares the process technology, performance, design, reliability, and choice 

of components of the two most popular vibratory stress relief systems:  The Advanced VSR 

Model 7.5 and the Bonal Technologies 2401/2400.    
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KNOWING WHEN TREATMENT IS COMPLETED

There also is a systematic shortcoming using sub-resonance:  Peaks that only grow, which 

are common, cannot be gauged or monitored for treatment progress.  Above is an example.

VSR Treatment Charts contain both work-piece amplitude (upper curves) and vibrator power 

(lower curves) plotted vs. vibrator RPM / speed (X-axis).   Green is before stress relief; red is 

after.  Note that the large peak grew (red peak is higher than green), with almost no shifting.

The red oval shows the peak growth, and its the area that vibrator speed would be tuned 

upon during resonant VSR Treatment, which shows clear change.  The magenta oval is the 

area the vibrator would be tuned if using sub-resonance, which shows no change.

The resonant method can both treat and monitor peaks that grow, which are the most 

common type of peak.   

. . . . while sub-resonance cannot show changes in peaks that grow.

Thus, using sub-resonance can defeat the purpose

behind plotting and monitoring vibration data, which is to

know when the treatment is done.  With sub-resonance,

this can remain a mystery.

The resonant vibration method, which is the VSR Process, can supply this information, 

regardless of whether the peaks grow, shift, or some combination of both.

Sub-resonance often cannot. Pg 2
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CONSOLE  FEATURES

Advanced VSR Model 7.5 Console

Bonal 2401 Console
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NEMA 1 grade enclosure, offers nominal 
protection from dust or moisture entry.

6” display, plastic touchscreen, similar to 
touchscreens used for video use on back of 
seats on commercial airlines.

DC motor drive, 1.5 HP max. Heat sink 
internal, subjecting electronics to waste heat 
from drive.

Speed regulation:  1% plus 5% warm-up drift, 
due to brushed DC motor increasing speed 
with increasing temperature, which can cause
peaks to appear to shift, even when they 
don't.

Motor protection:  Circuit breaker plus current 
limiting on drive.

Vibrator socket and plug:   Plastic

Power requirements:  120 VAC, 10 A

Weight: 9 lbs.   15”W X 10”H X 11”D

(No lid or cover)

NEMA 4 – grade / double gasket (lid & 
door) sealed enclosure.  No dust, dirt, 
oil, sprayed water can enter.

15” / 380 mm “fan-less” industrial 
touchscreen PC with solid-state HD, 
Windows 7 embedded OS.  Die-cast 
aluminum frame with NEMA 4 bezel.

Allen-Bradley 5 HP / 4 kW VFD motor 
drive with external heat sink.

Powers AC motors with 0.1% speed 
regulation / 6 RPM increment tuning.

Vibrator socket and mating connectors 
have die-cast aluminum housings, pg 3.

Motor protection:  Electronic overload, 
over-voltage, over-current, over-
temperature (sensor in motor windings)

Power requirements:  200 – 240 VAC, 
15 A max, single or 3 phase.

Weight: 65 lbs.  32”W X 14”H X 20”D 
with gasketed lid closed, 25”H open.



THERMAL MANAGEMENT

ELECTRONIC MOTOR THERMAL PROTECTION

Both the Models 7.5 and 8a feature motor temperature monitoring, with automatic warnings 

displayed on the VSR Main Screen.  Data from thermal sensors embedded in our vibrator 

motor windings supply the console this signal.  Upper / middle of photo on left, enlarged on 

right, shows the thermometer displaying motor temperature.  Normally green, the bar will 

grow higher as the motor warms, becoming yellow at 175 F / 80 C, red at 195 / 90 C, and 

turning off the motor at 212 F / 100 C, with the SYSTEM OK status (shown in right photo) 

changing to MOTOR THERMAL.  Such pro-active display methods with auto-shutoff  

systematically avoid motor damage, and greatly extend motor lifetime.   pg 4

CONSOLES

Enclosed electronics with 
both PC, PLC or other 
micro-controllers, AND a 
source of waste heat, such 
as a motor drive, like a VFD
or DC motor controller, face 
the risk of having the 
excessive heat effect the 
micro-electronic circuitry.

Advanced VSR addresses 
this issue in their consoles 
by ONLY using motor drives
with external heat sinks 
(see photo), plus mounting 
the drive opposite any 
micro-electronics.  

Note:  Twist-lock AC inlet on
left has weather-proof 
cover, and is surrounded by 
protective cage.



PARAMETERS PLOTTED

Advanced VSR Plots both work-piece amplitude AND vibrator power vs. vibrator RPM, with 

max RPM of 9000.   Plotting the power data, a unique feature to Advanced VSR, supplies the 

operator data needed to both position the vibrator AND adjust the unbalance to the ideal 

setting.  

Bonal plots only work-piece amplitude vs. RPM, with max RPM of 6000, so proper unbalance 

setting and vibrator positioning is done with guess-work involved.

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH AGREES:

All the independent research work states that both resonance and sub-resonance can be 

effective, but that resonant vibration works more effectively, either gauged on how much 

stress is relieved, or how long it takes to relieve stress (i.e., resonance is faster).

These works can be seen in the Advanced VSR Technical Library:

www.advancedvsr.com/technical-library

Here is a list of the research papers:

Dr. William Hahn, Vibratory Residual Stress Relief and Modifications in Materials to Conserve 

Resources and Prevent Pollution 

Dr. S. Shankar, Vibratory Stress Relief of Mild Steel Weldments

Drs. Y. P. Yang, G. Jung, and R. Yancey  Finite Element Modeling Of Vibration Stress Relief 

After Welding
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Advanced VSR Charts plot 
both the work-piece 
amplitude (upper section) 
AND the vibrator power 
(lower section) vs. the 
vibrator RPM.   A peak in the
power above half of full-
scale is an indication to the 
operator to either lower the 
unbalance, re-position the 
vibrator, or both.



VIBRATOR COMPARISON

Both vibrators have variable unbalance, the MS9 over a 20:1 range, the 2Ae over a 10:1 range.

Max speed of the MS9 is 9000 RPM, the 2Ae has a max speed of 6000 RPM.  Since little or no stress 
relief happens below 2000 RPM, the useful speed range of the MS9 is 7000 (starting at 2000), while 
the 2Ae is 4000 (starting at 2000).

Speed Regulation is important to generate accurate, honest treatment chart data.

The MS9 uses an AC low-slip motor, so its speed is locked into the frequency of the Allen-Bradley 
drive that controls it.    Speed regulation is a tight 0.1% or better.

The 2Ae uses a brushed DC motor.   As this type of motor warms up, it inherently increases its speed. 
This causes what would appear to be peak shifting, when none occurs.   Speed regulation is ~ 0.5% 
plus a warm-up drift of as much as 5 % depending on starting and running temperature differential.  
The warm-up drift causes a peak to appear to shift, even when in reality no shifting had occurred. 

This motor speed increase can cause highly inaccurate data / false positive for stress relief.

Force Output is important, so that sufficient dynamic load is generated inside the workpiece to cause 
stress relief to occur.

Reliability:  We abandoned brushed motors twenty years ago, since brushes and related components 
were the major cause of motor failures.  AC motors and drives are the newest technology in this field.

Both vibrators have adjustable unbalance, but the Advanced VSR vibrator offers both more
speed and force, allowing a much wider range of work-pieces to be VSR Processed.    pg 6
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VIBRATOR SOCKET AND PLUG COMPONENTS

Advanced VSR vibrator plugs and sockets have die-cast aluminum housings,
with stainless-steel lock and strain relief.    They are industrial-grade.

Bonal vibrator socket and mating plug have plastic housings.  
Two-year old unit's locking collar had stripped threads. 
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The question remains:  Why would an inferior approach (subresonance) be used ?    

The answer might well be the design of Bonal's vibrators, which use brushed DC motors. 

These motors suffer arcing if vibrated, but the arcing can be reduced to a somewhat tolerable

level, if subresonance is used.   It does however, cause carbon dust buildup inside the motor.

Advanced VSR instead uses AC motors exclusively, which do cost more, as do the drives 

used to power and control them, but the increased performance and reliability are well worth 

the extra cost we pay, since they prevent many equipment failures and warranty claims.
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